Co-occurrence patterns of microbial communities affected by inoculants of plant growth-promoting bacteria during phytoremediation of heavy metal-contaminated soils.
Phytoremediation assisted by plant growth-promoting bacteria (PGPB) is an alternative method of cleaning up toxic metals from soil. However, the interactions among indigenous soil microorganisms following PGPB inoculation are far from fully understood, although these interactions are conducive to evaluate the effectiveness of PGPB. Here, we used Illumina Miseq sequencing and network analysis to decipher the co-occurrence patterns of bacterial communities following PGPB inoculation during phytoremediation of heavy metal contaminated soil. Miseq sequencing revealed that PGPB inoculation changed the bacterial community composition one day after inoculation, with minor changes continuing to be observed ten days after inoculation. This suggested that PGPB inoculants did not proliferate extensively in a new environment. Network analysis showed that PGPB inoculation altered the co-occurrence patterns, dominant modules and topological roles of individual OTUs. In the presence of PGPB inoculants the bacterial community had more complex and compact associations. Moreover, PGPB inoculation increased the percentage of connectors, indicating that PGPB may contribute to more intensified interactions among OTUs from different modules; consequently, the microbial community would be more ordered and efficient. The enhanced co-occurrence associations in the PGPB-inoculated bacterial network may contribute to the plant growth-promoting effects of PGPB during phytoremediation of heavy metal-contaminated soil.